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Pretraumatic and environmental factors are racialized



Pretraumatic and environmental factors are racialized



How do disparities in stressor exposure impact PTSD-related neurocircuitry?

Pre/perinatal Childhood/Adolescence Emergent/middle adulthood Geriatrics



Inequity and brain structure in children

Demographics:
 Parent reported race and SAAB

 Black/White, Male/Female

Experiences and context:
 Family conflict
 Family hardship
 Trauma load
 Family income
 Parent education
 Parent employment
 Neighborhood disadvantage

Neuroimaging:
 Gray matter volume

Dumornay et al., 2023, American Journal of Psychiatry



Inequity and brain structure in children
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Compared to White children, 
Black children in the ABCD 
study:

 Have caregivers with less education
 Have more unemployed parents
 Have lower family income
 Come from more disadvantaged 

neighborhoods
 Experience more family conflict
 Experience more financial hardship
 Have greater endorsement of traumatic 

events



Inequity and brain structure in children
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The differences between Black and white children are small. 
But they are still significant and can have important effects on 
how kids might develop into adulthood.
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Structural racism changes the structure of brain regions 

important for responding to threat in children.

Inequity and brain structure in children



Inequity and brain structure in adolescence

Harnett et al., Under review

Cortical thickness in a subset of the same adolescents (11-12yo) 
show similar effects. Modeling choice impacts the extent of 

effects. Further associations with “deviations” from “normative” 
development



Inequity and brain structure in adolescence

Percentage of race-related variability in thickness mediated by 

individual/neighborhood income and discrimination
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Harnett et al., Under review

Considerations of disparities 
continues to explain different 
amounts of variance in brain 

morphology



But structural differences may be modality specific

NATE Lab, Unpublished; White matter image is not from ABCD
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Potential long-term impacts

Blunted neurophysiological reactivity to threat in 
Black compared to white young adults (18-23) 

(Harnett et al., 2019, NeuroImage)

Differential predictive utility of resting-state fMRI of 
threat network for future PTSD symptoms (18-75) 

(Harnett et al., 2023, Molecular Psychiatry)



Compounding effects of structural inequities
1. Racial inequities contribute to altered structural morphology of threat neurocircuitry in children and adolescents. 

2. Racial inequities during development contribute to blunted neural reactivity to threat in young adulthood. 

3. Racial inequities contribute to differences in tonic arousal that are tied to PTSD susceptibility. 
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